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From High-Entropy Alloys to High-Entropy Steels
Dierk Raabe, Cemal Cem Tasan, Hauke Springer, and Michael Bausch

Inspired by high-entropy alloys, we study the design of steels that are based on high
configurational entropy for stabilizing a single-phase solid solution matrix. The focus is
placed on the system Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C but we also present trends in the alloy system
Fe–Mn–Al–C. Unlike in conventional high-entropy alloys, where five or more equiatomically
proportioned components are used, we exploit the flat configurational entropy plateau in
transition metal mixtures, stabilizing solid solutions also for lean, non–equiatomic
compositions. This renders the high-entropy alloying concept, where none of the elements
prevails, into a class of Fe-based materials which we refer to as high-entropy steels.
A point that has received little attention in high-entropy alloys is the use of interstitial
elements. Here, we address the role of C in face-centered cubic solid solution phases.
High-entropy steels reveal excellent mechanical properties, namely, very high ductility and
toughness; excellent high rate and low-temperature ductility; high strength of up to 1 GPa;
up to 17% reduced mass density; and very high strain hardening. The microstructure
stability can be tuned by adjusting the stacking fault energy. This enables to exploit
deformation effects such as the TRIP, TWIP, or precipitation determined mechanisms.

1. Introduction and Motivation
1.1. High-Entropy Alloys
Multi-component alloys[1–8] which are also referred to as
high-entropy alloys[9–16] represent a class of metallic
materials containing typically five or more principal
alloying elements in equiatomic or near equiatomic
proportions. While early efforts in this direction were
inspired from recipe guidelines devised originally for
metallic glasses, the current work in this field aims at
designing crystalline entropy-stabilized massive solid
solution phases of equiatomic composition. The concepts
of designing such compositionally complex solid solutions
were introduced and further developed by the groups of
Cantor,[1–7] Ranganathan,[8] and Yeh.[9–16]
By building on solid solution principles that originate
from some of the well-known Hume-Rothery rules,[17,18] a
number of phenomenological alloying guidelines
were suggested in this context, such as the condition that
the absolute value of the mixing enthalpy should
preferably be placed between (2.685d–2.54) kJ mol1
< Hmix < (1.28d þ 5.44) kJ mol1, where d is a constraining
parameter describing upper bounds for the atomic size
difference. Also, it was inferred that the mixing entropy

should assume a value above 1.61 R with R being the gas
constant. The empirically observed relevance of the
valence electron concentration (VEC) for solid solutions
has led to a corresponding design guideline, suggesting
VEC  6.87 for stable body-centered cubic (bcc) and
VEC  8 for stable face-centered cubic (fcc) phases.[19–23]
It should be considered in that context that different
definitions for the valence electron concentration calculations exist in the literature. Sometimes also different
valence numbers are used specifically for some of the
transition metals with d electrons.[17,18,22–25]
As discussed in more detail below, many of the
non-equiatomic Fe–Mn-based high-entropy steels presented in this paper have a VEC of 7–8 when only counting
the substitutional elements (we use here the VEC
definition given in the paper of Guo et al.[23]). However,
when additionally counting the electrons provided by
interstitial elements such as C and N, the high-entropy
steels presented here reach VECs above 8.
This observation suggests that for synthesizing highentropy alloys with a stable fcc matrix, alloying and the
associated electron donation provided by interstitial
elements could become an interesting new design variant.
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The original high-entropy or respectively multi-component
alloy concepts outlined above serve as a starting point for
designing compositionally complex yet non-equiatomically
proportioned Fe-based materials.
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The high-entropy design rules introduced above also
apply to some extent here, however, we additionally
consider interstitial alloying elements, specifically solute
C. We emphasize the latter point since corresponding
massive solid solution effects associated with interstitial
elements have not yet been considered in multicomponent transition metal alloys. Interstitial elements,
specifically C and N, offer very interesting alloying options
with respect to stabilizing fcc solid solutions as is also
expressed by their effect on the VEC.
A second design idea, deviating from the classical
multi-component concept, lies in using relatively lean and
non-equiatomically portioned compositions.[26,27] This is
due to the fact that in many transition metal alloy solid
solutions, the shape of the configurational entropy as a
function of chemical composition assumes a relatively flat
and compositionally wide plateau. This means that the
entropy curve has a weak maximum and no steep changes,
except for the case of very small concentrations.[68]
This fact suggests that entropy-based stabilization of massive solid solutions can also be achieved for non-equiatomic
quinary and quaternary alloy composi-tions.[26,27,68]
This modifies the original high entropy alloying
concept, where none of the alloying elements were meant
to dominate, into a class of Fe-based materials which we
consequently refer here to as high-entropy steels.
Beyond the argument associated with the flat entropy
curve, there are other good reasons for designing compositionally simplified high-entropy alloys:
An obvious motive lies in reducing alloying costs. Any
material that is being designed and meant to be used for
specific applications must pass the critical test whether
the respective alloying elements and their quantities are
indeed required to reach a certain design target or not. If
not, their respective alloying content can be reduced.
Examples are typical bounds known for established
commercial alloys such as a certain Cr and Mo content
in stainless steels for achieving sufficient pitting and
corrosion resistance; specific values of Ni and Al in
superalloys required to arrive at the characteristic matrix
—precipitate structure; a certain Cu content for precipitating Guinier–Preston zones in age hardening aluminum
alloys; or a minimum required Nb or Ta content to stabilize
elastically compliant bcc Ti alloys.
In all these metallurgical examples, the respective
alloying elements are only added to the content that is
required for achieving the aims described, but the alloying
content is not increased beyond these values if not serving
a specific thermodynamic, kinetic, or property function.
However, in cases where a near-maximum value of the
configurational entropy can be realized at smaller alloying
content, i.e., before reaching an equiatomic composition,
no need exists to alloy further. In other words, the presence
of a long and flat compositional entropy plateau enables to
exploit a wider mixing range and less consumption of
expensive alloying ingredients when designing highentropy alloys.[26,27]
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Another issue in realizing homogeneous massive crystalline solid solutions is not the maximization of the entropy
but rather the avoidance of intermetallic phases.[26–29] When
aiming at stabilizing a single-phase compositionally complex material, it is from a thermodynamic standpoint more
plausible to analyze the likelihood of intermetallic compounds in the multi-component phase diagram rather than
only analyzing the configurational entropy.
A good example for this rationale was recently documented in the works of Tasan et al.[27,68] The authors showed
that the entropy-maximized 25% equiatomic quaternary
FeMnCoCr alloy (being close to the well-known Cantor
alloy) surprisingly leads to a complex multiphase microstructure containing several intermetallic phases while
the non-equiatomic material Fe40Mn10Co10Cr produces
a homogeneous fcc single phase. This shows that a highentropy contribution to the stabilization of the matrix alone
is often not sufficient to over-compensate enthalpy
advantages of competing intermetallic phases. This might
be also the reason why truly single-phase high-entropy
phases have been realized only for a few compositions so far.
Introducing a non-equiatomic mixing rule would provide a
much larger compositional space for synthesizing highentropy alloys without intermetallic phases.
A third set of advantages associated with lean multicomponent compositions is a practical one, such as
reducing variations in vapor pressure typically occurring in
multi-component systems, less segregation, and improved
casting properties.
Another aspect that should be realized is that XRD, EBSD,
and atom probe tomography analysis increasingly reveals
that many of the high-entropy alloys that have been studied
so far are actually not single-phase materials but often
contain intermetallic phases.[29–32]A well-investigated
exception from this is the multi-component yet singlephase fcc Cantor alloy FeMnNiCoCr.[3,7,28,33,34]
The occurrence of one or often more intermetallic
phases, sometimes with nanoscopic size or at grain
boundaries,[29] is not only a thermodynamic or kinetic
issue. The presence of intermetallic phases typically
deteriorates mechanical key properties such as ductility,
fatigue resistance, and toughness. Alloys containing
intermetallic phases, therefore, often reveal inferior
properties compared to corresponding single-phase alloys
of similar, yet non-equiatomic composition.[68]
An additional point supporting non-equiatomic multicomponent alloys in the form of high-entropy steels is to
better exploit fcc phase stabilization and strain hardening
effects associated with interstitial elements, specifically C
which has been well studied in the context of TWIP steel
systems.[35–55]
In the light of these considerations, we present a set of
different multi-component high-entropy steels that make
use of increased configurational entropy for stabilizing a
single-phase homogeneous massive solid solution fcc
matrix. The focus is placed on the quinary system
Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C but also some trends in the quaternary
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slightly instable fcc matrix provides beneficial strain
hardening properties. More specific, when aiming at fcc
solid solutions where coupled deformation–transformation effects such as TRIP and TWIP are to be exploited as
mechanisms for equipping these alloys with additional
strain hardening capacity, the target is actually not to
achieve a thermodynamically stable but rather an instable
matrix. This enables deformation-induced-confined phase
transformations such as martensite or twinning. This has
been recently also demonstrated for the case of highentropy alloys.[68]
This means that, when translating this idea back into
the VEC guideline, it might be a design criterion to target a
VEC value of just 8 but not much higher.
One has to consider though that the current highentropy alloy literature suggests that the VEC criterion
alone is an insufficient design criterion. Instead, reliable
phase predictions require full thermodynamic calculations
whenever possible.

2. Synthesis, Processing, and
Characterization
More than 25 different high-entropy steels with different
compositions based on the quinary system Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C
were synthesized and probed over the last years particularly
by the group of Frommeyer,[56–73] Table 1. Corresponding
isothermal sections of both, the Fe–Mn–Al and the Fe–Mn–Si
systems, which are similar for small Al and Si alloying, were
discussed before in the literature.[56–61,68–73]
A subsection through the quaternary Fe–Mn–Al–C
phase diagram at Fe–26 wt% Mn, using data from,[56–73]
is shown in Figure 1a.

Weight [%]

Atomic [%]

Mn

Al

Si

C

Fe

Mn

Al

Si

C

Fe

20

2.7

2.7

0.15

74.45

19.10

5.25

5.04

0.66

69.95

18

2.7

2.7

0.30

76.30

17.11

5.23

5.02

1.30

71.34

20

2.7

2.7

0.50

74.10

18.87

5.19

4.98

2.16

68.79

25

2.7

2.7

0.05

69.55

23.94

5.26

5.06

0.22

65.52

20

0.0

0.0

1.2

78.80

19.42

0.0

0.0

5.33

75.26

20

2.0

0.0

1.2

76.80

19.03

3.87

0.0

5.22

71.88

20

5.0

0.0

1.2

73.80

18.47

9.40

0.0

5.07

67.06

20

8.0

0.0

1.2

70.80

17.95

14.62

0.0

4.93

62.51

20

11.0

0.0

1.2

67.80

17.45

19.55

0.0

4.79

58.21

24

22.5

0.0

1.0

52.50

19.04

36.35

0.0

3.63

40.98

Table 1. Table showing weight percent (wt%) and atomic percent (at%) for some of the important high-entropy steels studied in this paper.
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system Fe–Mn–Al–C are presented. Some of the alloys
discussed contain as little as 50 at% Fe. High-entropy steels
based on the quinary Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C system overlap for
the case of a maximized Al content in part with the recently
introduced class of low-density steels.[56–63] In these alloys,
the size and high stability of the fcc phase field created by
Fe, Mn, and C prevails even when adding a high amount of
soluble Al. Increasing Al content enables density reduction
and scalable precipitation strengthening as outlined in the
ensuing section in more detail.[56–67]
The valence electron rule for realizing stable fcc solid
solutions was in the high-entropy alloy literature suggested
as VEC  8.[19–23]
When calculating the VEC for the fcc high-entropy steels
presented here, including also compositions presented in
some of our earlier publications,[62,63,67] we find typical
values for the VEC of 8–9. The VEC numbers for the
individual elemental are 3 for Al, 8 for Fe, 7 for Mn, 4 for Si,
4 for C, and 5 for N.[23]
It is interesting to note that we find smaller VEC
numbers (typically 7–8) for our current non-equiatomic
Fe–Mn-based high-entropy steels when considering only
the substitutional elements Fe, Mn, Al, and Si and
neglecting the VEC contribution provided by the interstitial elements. When also considering the additional
electrons donated by interstitials, for instance by the very
high-C content, the alloys reach VECs above 8.This means
that the VEC criterion suggests that fcc solid solution highentropy steels can be designed when using interstitial
elements. This pathway opens a further alloy design option
for high-entropy alloys.
Another important aspect in that context is to define the
fcc phase stability that is actually targeted. From the
experience with highly alloyed fcc steels,[42–56] it is well
known that typically not the stable fcc matrix but rather a
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Figure 1. a) Isothermal section (900 8C) taken through the
quaternary Fe–Mn–Al–C phase diagram reproduced using published data and phase observations from several groups.[56–73]
b) Binary effects of various solid solution alloying elements in a Fe
matrix which are suited as matrix components for stabilizing highentropy steels with a single face-centered cubic matrix (austenite).
Particularly, the elements C, N, Mn, and Ni expand the phase field
of the austenite also down to room temperature and even to
cryogenic application regimes. For less than 10 wt% percent also
Cr, which is sometimes regarded as a ferrite stabilizing element,
increases the austenitic phase field. c) C and Mn alloying effects on
the fcc solid solution stability for quinary FeMnAlSiC systems
including schematically also the influence of Al and Si which
reduce the austenitic phase field. The diagram shows some of the
alloys tested in this work. They have different VECs and different
stability of the fcc phase when mechanically loaded. Some of the
alloys can undergo athermal deformation-stimulated martensite
and twin transformation.
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Elements such as Mn and Ni enhance the fcc g-phase
field in the Fe-rich corner of the phase diagram, Figure 1b.
The strong stabilization of the g-phase field is even further
enhanced by the presence of interstitial solute C, Figure 1b,
c. Thus, alloys containing high fractions of Mn (20–30 wt%)
and C (0.5–1.5 wt%) reveal compositionally large and very
stable fcc solid solution phase fields, Figure 1c.
Under such circumstances, substantial amounts of Al of
up to 22 wt % (36 at%) can be additionally rendered into
the same solid solution without opening a second phase
field.[57] For instance in the Fe–Mn–Al ternary corner of the
quaternary Fe–Mn–Al–C diagram, i.e., even without the
presence of C, solid Fe–Mn solutions with 25–28 wt% Mn
are austenitic at 1000 8C solving up to 6 wt% Al. In the same
ternary corner of the phase diagram, the maximum solid
solution content of Al is limited to about 9 wt% when the
Mn concentration is increased to 40 wt%.
When solute interstitial C is additionally added, the fcc
g-phase field can be substantially broadened, as revealed
by Figure 1c and by the isothermal Fe–30Mn–Al–C section,
taken at 900 8C, from the quaternary phase diagram,[70–73]
Figure 1a. The section shows a slightly contracted g-phase
field line for 26 wt% Mn. The neighboring phase fields, i.e.,
a þ g, g þ cementite, g þ k-carbide, and a þ g are shifted
accordingly. Further details are given in Ref. [72].
The alloys were synthesized via melting and casting in a
vacuum induction melting furnace and cast under 400–900
mbar argon atmosphere into rectangular molds of
30  60  180 mm3 or 10  50  130 mm3 size, respectively.
The cast blocks were then hot rolled at 1100 8C to thickness
reductions between 80 and 90% and subsequently recrystallized and solution annealed at temperatures between 1075
and 1100 8C for 30 min, followed either by slow cooling in air
or in some cases water quenching to room temperature.
Microstructure characterization was conducted by light
optical microscopy, electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) in conjunction with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and x-ray
diffraction (XRD). In some cases, atom probe tomography
was conducted specifically when studying details associated with grain boundary segregation or the possible
formation of second phases.[67,74]
Mechanical characterization was done by hardness
testing and tensile testing in a temperature range between
50 and 400 8C and at initial strain rates of 103 s1 up to
103 s1 where the high deformation rates were realized by
using split-Hopkinson tests.

3. Mechanical Properties and Deformation
Mechanisms
Figure 2 shows the tensile test results for some of the
quinary high-entropy steels for different deformation
temperatures in the range between 50 and 300 8C. Some
of these data were reproduced form earlier experiments
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Figure 2. Stress–strain curves taken for quasi-static tensile tests
conducted at different testing temperatures between 50 and 300 8C
for high-entropy steels in the quinary system Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C. The
trend toward deformation-induced martensite formation, resulting
from different degrees in stability of the fcc solid solution phase at the
onset of plastic straining, leads to different strain hardening
characteristics (see also martensite characterization shown in
Figure 3). Some of the curves are reproduced from earlier experiments
conducted by the group of Frommeyer.[56–61,73,75] Of special relevance
is the high ductility and high ultimate tensile strength observed at
cryogenic temperatures of 50 8C. a) Fe–20Mn–2.7Al–2.7 Si–0.15 C (wt
%); b) Fe–18 Mn–2.7 Al–2.7 Si–0.30 C (wt%); c) Fe–20 Mn–2.7 Al–2.7
Si–0.50 C (wt%). The experimental scatter was 1–4% for the ultimate
tensile strength and 2–5% for the tensile elongation. The scatter was
larger at higher temperatures.
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Figure 3. Martensite volume fraction observed at the end of tensile
deformation for different types of high-entropy steels for three
different temperatures, namely, 25, 10, and 50 8C. At the onset
of plastic deformation, all materials are characterized by a massive
solid solution fcc single-phase microstructure, i.e., the martensite
is formed during tensile testing, explaining the observed strain
hardening curves. a) a’ martensite; b) e-martensite. Some of the
data are reproduced from experiments conducted by the group of
Frommeyer.[56–61,73,75]
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conducted by the group of Frommeyer.[74] The experimental scatter for the tensile tests was 1–4% for the
ultimate tensile strength and 2–5% for the tensile
elongation. The scatter was larger at higher temperatures.
Figure 2a shows excellent mechanical properties for an
alloy containing 20 Mn, 2.7 Al, 2.7 Si, and 0.15C (wt%). The
room temperature ductility is very high, exceeding 80%
engineering tensile elongation. What is even more
interesting is the excellent ductility also at low testing
temperatures such as at 15 and 50 8C. At these
cryogenic conditions, the material still reaches 60–70%
elongation, respectively, at an even strongly increased flow
stress. The sample tested at 50 8C reaches a tensile
strength of 1 GPa. Figure 3 reveals the corresponding
volume fractions of martensite after deformation (taken at
elongation to fracture). These data suggest that this
enormous increase in strength at cryogenic conditions
can be essentially attributed to the formation of martensite
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which is approaching 80% for this material at the fracture
point. This very high volume fraction of deformationinduced martensite explains the excellent ductility and
strength at the low testing temperatures. Also, the slightly
concave shape of the stress–strain curve observed in
Figure 2a indicates that at 50 8C very pronounced
formation of martensite commences between 20 and
30% engineering strain. This mechanism leads to an
additional contribution to the total strain hardening at this
stage, explaining the very high ultimate tensile strength
observed for this material.
Very similar stress–strain results, however, with ductility values typically not exceeding 50–55%, are also
observed for conventional austenitic stainless steels such
as the standard grade 304 (1.4301) which contains about
18 wt% Cr and 8 wt% Ni[76–81] and for certain duplex
stainless steels with instable austenite.[82,83] These materials also show a similar increase in the flow stress when
deformed at temperatures below room temperature, also
due to deformation-induced martensite. However, they
show much smaller values in the elongation to fracture
compared to the current alloys.
Figure 2b shows the mechanical results at different
temperatures for a material containing a similar Mn
content but higher C content than the materials shown in
Figure 2a. The alloy contains 18 Mn, 2.7 Al, 2.7 Si, and 0.30C
(wt%). The alloy reveals rather similar features as the
material shown in Figure 2a, however, the overall ductility
observed at room temperature and at the low temperature
regime is slightly smaller compared to the material with
smaller C content, Figure 2a. At 150 and 300 8C, the alloy
shows a slightly serrated flow behavior which is attributed
to the effect of the solid C content on the mobile
dislocations.
The stress–strain results for a related alloy with
0.5 wt% C, Figure 2c, shows in principle similar trends
(20 Mn, 2.7 Al, 2.7 Si, 0.50C (wt%)). The ultimate tensile
strength at cryogenic testing (50 8C) is slightly below the
one observed for the material with very low-C content
(0.15 wt% C), Figure 2a. Microstructure analysis revealed
that this high C containing alloy variant produces a much
smaller volume fraction of deformation-stimulated martensite, as shown in Figure 3. This is attributed to the Crelated high stability of the fcc phase field, as discussed
above, Figure 1c.
The stress–strain data obtained from quasi-static tensile
testing at room temperature shown in Figure 4 reveals
effects that are associated with the change in the Al
content. As discussed above in terms of the section
through the corresponding quaternary phase diagram
(Figure 1), for the case of a relatively low-Mn content (here:
20wt%), an increased Al content may lead to the formation
of secondary phases, irrespective of the very high-C
content in the current alloy. Hence, materials were
quenched after casting prior to testing. The possibility of
the occurrence of a secondary phase is also suggested by
some of the mechanical test data: the increase in the Al
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Figure 4. Stress–strain curves obtained from quasi-static tensile
testing with an initial strain rate of 5 K s1 at room temperature for
a high-entropy steel with composition Fe–20Mn–1.2 C (wt%) and
various amounts of Al ranging from 0% up to 11% (wt%). The
scatter amounted to 1–4% for the ultimate tensile strength and
2–8% for the tensile elongation.

content between 0 and 8 wt% leads primarily to an increase
of the solid solution strengthening. This can be inferred
from the increase in yield strength from about 300 MPa up
to about 500 MPa. This observation suggests that the
material is in a single-phase solid solution state. The strain
hardening is also quite similar among these variants.
One of the most remarkable mechanical property
features of these high-entropy steels between 0 and
8 wt% Al is the very high elongation to fracture exceeding
in part 100%. One should add, however, that the
mechanical data shown in Figure 4 have been obtained
by a high-throughput rapid alloy prototyping method
using a smaller tensile gauge length[63] and need to be
confirmed by norm-sized standard tensile tests. In any
case, for room temperature deformation, i.e., low homologous temperatures, this is an extremely high value
compared to most other alloy systems known to date.
One of the alloys has a remarkably different behavior,
namely, the one with 11 wt% Al, Figure 4. The very high
yield strength of about 1000 MPa and specifically the
nearly horizontal shape of the stress–strain curve are a very
interesting and quite unexpected feature of this alloy. We
suggest that in the as-quenched state the alloy with 11 wt%
Al, as probed here, is no longer in the state of an fcc solid
solution. What is particularly remarkable about this high
Al-containing specimen is the horizontal flow curve.
Although the material does practically not reveal any
strain hardening but instead even a minor stress drop at
the beginning of yielding, the material does not seem to
become instable but can rather be deformed to about 50%
elongation prior to fracture. This is a very unusual
behavior. Typically, metallic alloys which do not undergo
any substantial strain hardening do not reach such a huge
ductility at these high strength levels. The underlying
microstructural reason for this behavior is still subject to
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Figure 5. Overview of the stress–strain results in terms of the yield
strength and the ultimate tensile strength obtained from quasistatic tensile testing at different temperatures for a group of
different high-entropy steels in the quinary system Fe–Mn–Al–Si–
C.[56–61,73,75] The scatter was 2–4% for the yield strength and 1–5%
for the tensile strength. Testing at higher temperatures produced
slightly larger scatter.

further analysis but it might be due the presence of
nanosized quenched-in k-carbide precipitates.
Figure 5 shows for a set of quinary alloys the ultimate
tensile strength and the yield strength data as a function of
temperature. It can be nicely seen in this compilation that
both, the yield strength and the tensile strength values
drastically increase as the temperature is reduced. This
means that this group of alloys has excellent cryogenic
mechanical properties.
Figure 6 shows for the same alloys the evolution of the
elongation to fracture observed in tensile tests as a

Figure 6. Overview of the results obtained for the elongation to
fracture measured in the quasi-static tensile tests at different
temperatures for a group of different high-entropy steels in the
quinary system Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C.[56–61,73,75] The scatter for the
elongation was 2–8%.
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Figure 7. Compilation of the achievable reduction in the mass
density for Al containing high-entropy steels according to data of
€ x.[73] The results are taken from earlier experiments conducted
Bru
€ x.[56–61,73,75] The alloys have
by the group of Frommeyer and Bru
different C content.

function of temperature. It is observed that the ductility
increases drastically as the temperature is reduced for
most of the alloys.
Besides their excellent low-temperature properties,
high-entropy steels also provide another very important
advantage compared to other massive solid solution alloys,
specifically when alloyed with very high-Al content:
Figure 7 shows the reduction in mass density that is
associated with an increase in Al content in solid solution.
Two effects are highlighted: the first one is the reduction in
mass density that is related to the change in the fcc lattice
parameter due to the massive solid solution achieved in
these high-entropy alloys. The second effect is simply due
to the low molar weight of the Al atoms. Both effects
together lead to a total reduction in the mass density of
such alloys of up to 17% compared to the mass density of
Fe. This is an enormous advantage in fields where mass
reduction is a crucial point such as in automotive and
aerospace applications but also for cranes or complex and
mechanically highly loaded constructions. It should be
noted though that solute Al also reduces the elastic
modulus of high-entropy steels and not only their mass
density.[56–63]
When comparing the alloy concept and some properties
of the non-equiatomic high-entropy steels presented here
with those of conventional equiatomic high-entropy
alloys, a number of similarities but also some differences
become apparent as summarized in Table 2. When
compared to the properties of conventional high-entropy
alloys and even to those of other classes of steels, the
mechanical properties of high-entropy steels offer interesting opportunities for designing future light weight,
highly ductile, and high-strength alloys. Figure 8 presents
a compilation of some typical ranges for the total
elongation to fracture and the ultimate tensile strength
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Excellent strength when alloy is in single-phase state
such as the Cantor alloy; brittle when intermetallic
phases are formed

Conventional strain hardening potential of fcc solid solution
materials; maximum solution creates wide dislocation cores,
reduced cross-slip and promotes low stacking fault energy

Excellent toughness and ductility when alloy is in single-phase
state such as the Cantor alloy; brittle when intermetallic
phases are formed

Equiatomic mixing rule makes it difficult to avoid expensive
alloying elements

Good high-temperature stability

Interstitials not used so far

Table 2. Similarities and differences between non-equiatomic high-entropy steels and equiatomic high-entropy alloys.

Very high and tunable strength

Strength

Excellent cryogenic mechanical properties

Cryogenic
properties

Can be compositionally fine-tuned to enable
deformation-induced athermal deformation mechanisms
such as twinning and martensite formation, i.e., TWIP and
TRIP effects

Solid solution strengthening confined to non-equiatomic
proportions

Solid solution
strengthening

Strain hardening

Relaxing equiatomic mixing rule enables to better avoid use of
expensive and unnecessary alloying elements

Alloy costs

Excellent toughness and ductility in part exceeding 100%
under tensile load

Excellent cryogenic mechanical properties

Good high-temperature stability; wider compositional
variations allow to design and tune precipitations

High-temperature
stability

Toughness and
ductility

Maximum solid solution strengthening

Use of interstitial elements such as C, N, and probably B
contributes further degrees of freedom for designing alloys
with high fcc phase stability and for tuning desired
stacking fault energy levels; opportunity of introducing TWIP
and TRIP effects

Interstitials

Phase stability can only be designed by picking other
equiatomic elemental combinations

Easier to realize since equiatomic mixing rule is relaxed and
wide choice of compositional variations enables to tune the
stacking fault energy; can be used to enable TWIP and
TRIP effects

Design of phase
stability

Realized only for few alloys so far since equiatomic mixing rule
leaves little room for compositional variation to avoid
intermetallic phases; high matrix entropy alone is often not
sufficient to over-compensate the enthalpy of competing
intermetallic phases

Equiatomic high-entropy alloys

Easier to realize single-phase states, since the equiatomic
mixing rule is relaxed and intermetallic phases can be
better avoided; some thermodynamic data for several
Fe-based ternary and some quaternary alloys are available

Non-equiatomic high-entropy steels

Single-phase solid
solution

Property
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for different classes of steels. The diagram also includes
data for high-entropy steels with quaternary FeMnAlC and
quinary FeMnAlSiC composition, which in part exceed the
mechanical properties known from many other types of
alloys. The diagram reveals that the high-entropy steels are
capable of covering a very wide range of mechanical
properties which is enabled by composition- and temperature-dependent tuning of phase stability for TRIP, TWIP,
and precipitation effects. In many cases, even a single
quinary FeMnAlSiC high-entropy steel composition can
match, through adequate heat treatments, a wide range of
requested mechanical properties.

4. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we presented a number of surprising
similarities between high-entropy alloys and a class of
complex steels which we refer here to as high-entropy
steels.
The key idea behind high-entropy steels, as for
conventional high-entropy alloys, lies in realizing massively alloyed solid solution phases by using five or more
elements. From a thermodynamic standpoint the main
emphasis, when aiming at designing such materials with
respect to excellent strength, plastic yielding behavior,
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Figure 8. Overview diagram showing some typical value ranges for
the total elongation to fracture and the ultimate engineering
tensile strength for a number of different classes of steels.
Additionally, the diagram includes data for high-entropy steels
with quaternary FeMnAlC and quinary FeMnAlSiC composition,
which in part exceed the mechanical properties known from many
other types of alloys. The diagram reveals that the high-entropy
steels are capable of covering a wide range of mechanical
properties which is enabled by composition- and temperaturedependent tuning of phase stability for activating TRIP, TWIP, and
precipitation effects. The properties of the TWIP and TRIP
reference alloys are taken from Refs. [37–67]. They have
compositions with up to 22 wt% Mn and 0.6 wt% C. The data for
the dual phase reference steels are taken from Refs. [84–92] and for
the maraging and austenite reversion steels from Refs. [93–99].

ductility, and toughness, should be placed on avoiding the
occurrence of brittle intermetallic phases.
For this reason, systems based on a solid solution facecentered cubic matrix that is rich in Fe and Mn seemed to
be a realistic starting point for further blending other
components in. These two base elements are known to
have excellent mutual solubility and reliable thermodynamic data are available. As a further obvious alloying
component into such a solid solution matrix, we used
interstitial C owing to its stabilizing effect on the facecentered cubic phase field. We further studied Al and Si as
additional substitutional solid solution alloying components because these elements are known to help
suppressing cementite formation and promoting the
formation of improved oxide surface layers against
corrosive attack.
This alloying concept could not be realized though by
using equiatomic proportions of these five elements, as
required by the classical high entropy alloying concept.
The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, thermodynamic
estimates strongly suggest that equiatomic alloying using
these five elements would lead to a multi-phase structure
rather than to a solid solution phase field. Secondly, from a
thermodynamic standpoint, realizing a high configurational entropy contribution for stabilizing a single-phase
field does actually not require using equiatomic component proportions, since the corresponding shape of the
entropy curve as a function of chemical composition is
very flat so that substantial deviations (see Table 1) from
the equiatomic composition provide a similar configurational entropy as an equiatomic mix.
These considerations open novel pathways to the
design of high-entropy steels on the basis of nonequiatomic matrix solid solutions with face-centered
cubic crystal structure based for instance on the matrix
elements Fe, Mn, Ni, C, N, and Co. Up to about 5–7 wt% Cr
can also stabilize the austenitic phase field. Further
alloying elements of interest would be Al and Si owing
to their tendency to suppress the formation of carbides. It
should be considered though that the latter components
should be well controlled in their contribution, since they
limit the face-centered cubic phase field. When highly
alloyed by Mn, Ni, and C, high-entropy steels can also solve
very high fractions of Al, i.e., up to 22 wt%.
The mechanical properties of the high entropy steels
that we probed here are superior compared to those of
many conventional austenitic Fe–Cr–Ni steels. We found
values of the ultimate tensile strengths of up to 1000 MPa
and tensile elongations reaching up to 100% in some cases.
Also at cryogenic temperatures, tested down to 50 8C, the
materials show outstanding ductility, i.e., up to 70%
elongation to fracture in quasi-static tensile tests at 50 8C.
C as interstitial element in high-entropy steels was used
—together with Mn—to tune the stacking fault energy
levels. In this way, a sufficiently instable fcc matrix was
compositionally designed for enabling deformationinduced athermal deformation mechanisms such as
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twinning and martensite formation, i.e., TWIP and TRIP
effects. The TRIP effect was documented in terms of the
martensitic volume fractions formed during deformation
and the associated excellent strain hardening behavior.
Many of the non-equiatomic Fe–Mn–Al–Si–C-based
high-entropy steels presented in this paper have a VEC of
7–8 when only counting the substitutional elements.
However, when additionally counting the electrons
provided by interstitial C, the current alloys reach VECs
above 8 suggesting a face-centered cubic phase.
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